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SEIS FUND
Dedicated to promoting and
fulfilling the entrepreneurial dream
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All around us we are reminded of epic
journeys that have shaped our society,
from fables and myths such as Homer’s
epic poem “The Odyssey” to Apollo 11’s
“Mission” to put a man on the moon.
The “Odyssey Mission” was created to support Indian
graduate Entrepreneurs who are beginning their
“Entrepreneurial Voyage”. To mentor and assist graduate
Entrepreneurs so they can cultivate the business
opportunities that exist within the United Kingdom and
help make the United Kingdom the leading destination
for Indian graduate Entrepreneurs. To propel those who
have a burning passion to succeed, to challenge the
rhetoric and believe that they can create a legacy similar
to Homer or the crew of the Apollo 11. To enable those
Entrepreneurial dreams become reality.
For far too long North America has been the main
destination of choice for Indian graduate Entrepreneurs
who have completed their studies and who want to
realise their Entrepreneurial ambitions. The objective of
the Odyssey Mission is to increase the number of Indian
graduates who wish to achieve success in the United
Kingdom and not look elsewhere to fulfil their dreams.
The Odyssey Mission is geared to helping the next
generation of Indian graduate entrepreneurs who seek
success outside of India, it is a project that will unfold
and grow over time so as to bring long term, sustainable
benefit to entrepreneurs and both the United Kingdom
and India. Its footprint will span academia, commerce,
industry and the quasi-political but the objective and the
beneficiaries will remain the same.
The “Odyssey Funds” are at the centre of the “Odyssey
Mission”. The Funds purpose is to ensure that the
brightest Indian talent emerging from both Indian and
British Universities have local funding options and a
support network as they develop their ventures in the
United Kingdom.
The Odyssey SEIS 2015 Fund is the first in a whole series
of planned “venture funds” dedicated to supporting
emerging businesses at the various stages of their
development, each being founded by Indian graduate
entrepreneurs.
The Odyssey SEIS 2015 Fund should be of interest to UKbased taxpayers who by investing in the Fund can reduce
income tax and defer any capital gains tax payable and
who seek investments that, if held for three years and if
sold at a profit, are capital gains tax free.
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HOW ODYSSEY
MISSION WORKS?
Odyssey Mission Ltd manages Odyssey Funds which
invests in selected Indian Entrepreneurs. Yearly funds
will invest at the seed stage and subsequent growth
funds will co-invest in future funding rounds to
support the entrepreneurs as their ventures expand.
The Odyssey Mission is a not for profit enterprise with
an advisory committee of prominent business people.
The Odyssey Missions intention is to support and
promote Indian entrepreneurs so that they realise
their entrepreneurial ambitions. The Odyssey Mission
will develop University partnerships, International
trade relationships and incubation facilities across
India. The Mission is funded from the management
fees collected by the Odyssey Funds.

• Advisory
Committee
• Sponsorship

• Sponsorship

• Events

• Events

Why Invest in the
Odyssey Missions 2015
SEIS Fund?
The Odyssey Mission 2015 SEIS Fund (‘the Fund’)
provides investors with:
•

Pure SEIS investment portfolio of at least 12
companies

•

SEIS relief in the 2015-16 Tax Year which
can also be carried back to prior tax year
(2014-15)

•

The sponsor believes this Offer has the
lowest charges for a Fund of this type

•

Manager, Innvotec, has a good EIS
track record

•

Large team; the Fund is sponsored and
managed by Innvotec, and advised by
The Startup Funding Club and Pi227; a
combination of industry veterans and
experienced angels and investors with over
16 accredited Growth Accelerator coaches
allocated to the portfolio. The result is a
quality filtered dealflow

Details of the Offer
•

The minimum and maximum subscription will
be £1.0m and £2.5m respectively

•

The minimum investment will be £5,000

$

$

•

Offer will close on 30th April 2015
unless extended at the discretion of the
sponsor, Innvotec

Odyssey Funds
PROFIT

Odyssey Mission
NOT FOR PROFIT

•

Innvotec can facilitate advisor charges from
investment amount

•

6.5% upfront charge levied on Investee
Companies to preserve 100% SEIS relief on
Investors subscription

•

Annual Management fee: 1.5% with no
further hidden charges

Yearly SEIS & EIS Funds

• Developing Incubators
in India
• Pre Funding Qualification
• Engaging with UK &
Indian Universities

• UK Investors
• Expat Indian
Community in the UK

Yearly Non SEIS & EIS Funds

• Institutional Investors
• HNWI
• Global Angel Groups
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• Odyssey Mission
scholarship
• Partnerships with UKTI
• Indian & UK Mentors

SEIS Tax Relief
UK income tax payers can invest up to £100,000
per tax year and receive the following tax reliefs:
•

50% income tax relief in the tax year
of investment

•

Effective 14% capital gains tax (‘CGT’) relief
on capital gains in the tax year of investment

•

Reliefs can be carried back to prior tax
year subject to an individual’s available
SEIS allowance

•

Any gains upon realisation are free of CGT

•

Loss relief available to set against income
tax which together with SEIS income tax and
CGT relief is equivalent to 86.5% total relief
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About the Managers
Innvotec is a long-established and leading UK venture
fund manager whose business model is to work
alongside knowledgeable and trusted “strategic
partners” to consistently deliver above average
performance for its clients.
Innvotec has a strong track record of EIS investments
with six previous EIS funds and one previous SEIS
fund, funding Alpha 2013. Investors’ Funds have
produced an average uplift on commitment of 77% in
addition to the tax breaks investors have received.
•

Fees charged to portfolio companies are lower
than the industry average to leave cash for growth

•

Fund gets 30% of upside, once investors have
received £1.10 (ignoring tax relief)

•
investors receives SEIS relief

Innvotec’s strategic partners for this SEIS funds are The Startup
Funding Club Ltd and Pi227, who between them have a team of
entrepreneurs, mentors and business angels to identify the target
companies and provide the post-investment guidance that can
really make a difference to investment returns.
The Manager and Partners have:
•

Over 30 years’ experience managing Venture/EIS/SEIS Funds

•

Expertise in the “start-up” world with investments in many
early stage companies

•

Had successful entrepreneurial careers themselves

•

Investee companies are carefully selected through rigorous
due diligence

•

Chosen on strict growth criteria

•

Portfolio contains companies at different stages of
development from idea to revenue generation

•

Ranging from technology to physical product to service
based

John Marsden

Graham Simister

john@odysseymission.com
+44 20 3763 7720
+44 783 157 839 1

graham@odysseymission.com
+44 20 3763 7720
+44 778 529 038 0

Pioneer

Pioneer

Rakesh Gandhi
Pioneer

rakesh@odysseymission.com
+44 20 3763 7720
+44 777 555 666 8

Ross Moran

Stephen Page

ross@odysseymission.com
+44 20 3763 7720
+44 774 809 113 1

stephen@odysseymission.com
+44 20 3763 7720
+44 781 298 512 1

Pioneer

Pioneer

RISK WARNING
The value of an investment may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount they invest. Investments in early stage/small to medium
sized enterprises/Seed Enterprise Investment Schemes are high risk and you should not invest unless you can afford total loss or if you are likely to require
This summary has been approved by Innvotec Ltd which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 122365). It is not an offer to
invest in the Odyssey Missions 2015 SEIS Fund (“The Fund”). Investment in the Fund can only be made on the basis of the full Information Memorandum
and the risk factors contained therein. If you are in any doubt about the content of this summary and/or any action you should take, you are strongly
specialises in investments of this type.

www.odysseymission.com
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